Purpose: Electric field stimulation can interact with brain activity in a subthreshold manner. Electric fields have been previously adaptively applied to control seizures in vitro. We report the first results from establishing suitable electrode geometries and trajectories, as well as stimulation and recording electronics, to apply this technology in vivo.
Summary:
Purpose: Electric field stimulation can interact with brain activity in a subthreshold manner. Electric fields have been previously adaptively applied to control seizures in vitro. We report the first results from establishing suitable electrode geometries and trajectories, as well as stimulation and recording electronics, to apply this technology in vivo.
Methods: Electric field stimulation was performed in a rat kainic acid injection seizure model. Radial electric fields were generated unilaterally in hippocampus from an axial depth electrode. Both sinusoidal and multiphasic stimuli were applied. Hippocampal activity was recorded bilaterally from tungsten microelectrode pairs. Histologic examination was performed to establish electrode trajectory and characterize lesioning.
Results: Electric field modulation of epileptiform neural activity in phase with the stimulus was observed in five of six sinusoidal and six of six multiphasic waveform experiments. Both excitatory and suppressive modulation were observed in the two experiments with stimulation electrodes most centrally placed within the hippocampus. Distinctive modulation was observed in the period preceding seizure-onset detection in two of six experiments. Short-term histologic tissue damage was observed in one of six experiments associated with high unbalanced charge delivery.
Conclusions: We demonstrated in vivo electric field modulation of epileptiform hippocampal activity, suggesting that electric field control of in vivo seizures may be technically feasible. The response to stimulation before seizure could be useful for triggering control systems, and may be a novel approach to define a preseizure state. Key Words: Electric field-Neural prosthesis-Seizure-HippocampusPreseizure state-Epilepsy.
Although control system technology has made extraordinary advances during the past century, our efforts to apply sophisticated control strategies to epilepsy have been limited. Such limitations arise both from the lack of a flexible control parameter that would permit us to increase or decrease activity in the brain rapidly and reversibly, and the lack of stimulation and recording amplifiers designed for simultaneous monitoring of neuronal activity during control stimulation. Uninterrupted monitoring would allow a control system to use ongoing information about the dynamics to prescribe the control perturbations as continuous feedback. The application of continuous feedback would allow a controller to modify spe-cific patterns of neuronal activity selectively while minimizing the impact on other more normal activities. This approach is in contrast to "reversible lesions" associated with high-frequency stimulation, which more indiscriminately suppresses neuronal activity in the neighborhood of stimulation. We here demonstrate in vivo some technical solutions required for future implementation of continuous feedback control of seizures by using electric field stimulation.
Early strategies for controlling epileptic seizures through electrical stimulation focused on stimulating sites in the brain distant from the presumed epileptic focus. Such indirect stimulation made use of the cerebellum, but initially encouraging reports (1) were difficult to replicate (2) . Favorable reports of stimulation of the centromedian nucleus of the thalamus (3, 4) were difficult to replicate in a controlled setting (5) , and a recent controlled trial failed to demonstrate a return to baseline seizure frequency after stimulation (6) . Anecdotal reports of stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus for epilepsy have been reported (7) (8) (9) . A recent report (10) of prolonged anterior thalamic stimulation failed to demonstrate an additional decrease in seizure rate after stimulation was initiated compared with the postoperative effects of electrode insertion. Further deep-brain structures that are candidates for indirect stimulation are being explored in laboratory settings (11, 12) .
Another indirect stimulation strategy has been directed at stimulation of cranial nerves, especially the vagus (13) . The efficacy of this technique in long-term studies falls short of the expectations for resective treatment (14, 15) , and recently the physiological foundation for this technique has been questioned (16) . Alternative cranial nerves for stimulation are being explored in laboratory settings (17, 18) .
Developing the technical capability for direct interaction with an epileptic focus has been an attractive subject for both laboratory and clinical investigation. As a medical therapy, direct interaction offers the prospect of a highly targeted treatment that, through spatial confinement, would limit side effects. Various laboratory studies have investigated focal drug-delivery systems (19, 20) , and recently focal cooling (21, 22) .
A growing body of experimental data also examined the prospect of direct electrical stimulation to suppress seizures. In the in vitro slice experiments, stimulation was shown to inhibit seizure formation in a manner similar to the effects of interictal burst firing activity (23, 24) , and the low-frequency range that will produce this effect seems narrow (25) . Reports of in vivo prolonged poststimulus suppressive effects of low-frequency pulsatile stimulation (26) were found related to low-level direct current (DC) leakage and may have been associated with tissue damage (27) .
Several reports described direct stimulation of human epileptic foci in vivo. Continuous stimulation over a 2-to 3-week period appeared to suppress seizures (28) , and an uncontrolled report of long-term hippocampal stimulation showed similar results (29) . Most recently, trains of pulse stimulation were found to suppress afterdischarges during cortical mapping (30, 31) .
All of these efforts used traditional pulse stimulation, usually with charge-balanced biphasic waveforms with short (millisecond) duration. Such stimulation clearly interacts with ongoing neural activity, and well-established safety guidelines are available for such stimuli (32, 33) . Although individual bipolar pulses may generate timelocked impulses of action potentials, recent experimental work suggests that trains of sustained large-amplitude stimuli induce depolarization block of neuronal activity (34) . The large instantaneous electric currents and potentials associated with pulsatile stimuli generally preclude simultaneous monitoring of neural activity, so that continuous feedback based on the epileptic brain activity is not possible.
We have been investigating the prospect of using continuous electric fields and currents to modulate epileptic activity. In contrast to pulsatile stimulation, continuous electric field stimulation provides a means for either excitatory or suppressive modulation of ongoing neural activity depending on field sign, and the response is graded with respect to field amplitude. Importantly, electric fields can be applied without interfering with simultaneous monitoring of neural activity. In principle, control systems based on continuous electric field stimulation would supply only the current needed to modify a pathologic neuronal activity and thereby minimize risk of tissue damage and minimize impact on other behaviors.
A long history of using polarized electric fields or currents to modulate neural activity is known (see, for example, [35] [36] [37] , and the mechanism for electric field modulation is well understood (38) (39) (40) (41) . Small electric fields polarize neurons with long asymmetric dendritic trees, shifting their somatic transmembrane potentials and making the neurons either closer to or further from threshold for action potential initiation. The magnitude and sign of the polarization is proportional to the field amplitude and sign. In contrast to pulse stimulation, electric fields can therefore be applied in a true subthreshold fashion, biasing up or down the response of neurons to their native inputs.
In earlier work, we demonstrated that small DC fields could reversibly modulate interictal activity in a graded fashion and suppress or excite epileptiform events (42) . Ghai et al. (43) demonstrated that not only were electrographic epileptiform events suppressed with DC field application, but that the associated variations in extracellular potassium during such events were also suppressed. We recently showed that electric fields applied adaptively in a feedback loop incorporating simultaneous monitoring of neural activity can control in vitro seizure-like events (44) . We here report the first results from establishing suitable electrode geometries and trajectories, as well as stimulation and recording electronics, required to translate these in vitro results to in vivo use.
METHODS
This work was performed in accordance with National Institutes of Health (NIH) vertebrate animal guidelines with approval of the George Mason University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Materials and electronics

Surgical procedures
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (average, 284 g; 65 days old) were anesthetized with a ketamine/xylazine (KX) mixture of 100 mg/ml ketamine with 20 mg/ml xylazine in a ratio of 8 : 1 by volume, administered in doses of 0.1 ml/100 g. Once the animal was areflexive (determined by toe or tail pinch), it was stabilized with ear and incisor bars. Additional doses of KX were administered throughout the experiment to maintain areflexia. Core temperature was monitored with a rectal thermometer and controlled with a heating pad. A vertex incision was made to expose the skull from the anterior frontal bone to the external occipital crest. A 4-mm-wide craniotomy was performed bilaterally from the coronal to the lambdoid sutures, leaving a 2-mm strip of bone over the sagittal sinus intact. The dura mater covering the left hemisphere was opened, exposing the neocortex. A left neocortical window was created with aspiration to enter the body of the lateral ventricle and expose the dorsal surface of the hippocampus. On the right, a small opening was created in the center of the dura for stereotactic electrode insertion. Both exposed brain areas were kept moist with a layer of artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) 4 2− , and 10 dextrose.
Recording electronics
Field potential recordings were made from differential microelectrode pairs (tungsten, 3 M impedance, fixed
FIG. 1.
Photo of left hippocampus and hardware during experiment 4, and schematic of experimental preparation and stimulation electronics. Two recording microelectrode pairs (R1 and R2) were inserted into the body of the exposed left hippocampus. A third recording microelectrode pair (R3) was inserted through the intact right neocortex into the right hippocampus. An agar bridge placed in contact with the artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) fluid layer over the rostral portion of the left cortical cavity served as measurement ground. An injection cannula (kainic acid; KA) for the perfusion of KA into the right hippocampus was inserted vertically into the CA1 through a dural window. The stimulation electrode was inserted along the center axis of the exposed left hippocampus, whereas the stimulation reference plate was placed in the aCSF fluid layer in the lateral posterior region of the left neocortical window. The stimulation current was created by a voltage-to-current amplifier with transformer-coupled isolation of both input and power (with an Analog Devices AD210) programmed from a standard waveform generator.
240-µm spacing; Frederic Haer Corporation. Two electrode pairs were inserted into the body of the left hippocampus to a depth of ∼0.2 mm. A third recording electrode was stereotactically inserted through the right neocortex into the body of the right hippocampus. An additional agar bridge electrode placed in contact with the aCSF fluid layer in the left cortical window served as measurement ground. A photograph and schematic of electrode placements are shown in Fig. 1 . Signals from the microelectrode pairs were differentially preamplified with custom-built headstages (gain 10), and then conditioned by using a standard amplifier bank (EX4-400; Dagan Corporation) with additional gains of 20-100 and bandpass filtered with high-pass frequency of 3-5 Hz and low-pass of 3 kHz. Each signal was then digitally recorded by using Axon Instruments hardware and software (12 bits/sample, 5 kHz; DigiData 1200a, Axoscope).
Field potentials were recorded differentially by using closely spaced electrode pairs to minimize the effect of the applied electric field. The custom differential preamplifiers (based on instrumentation amplifiers Analog Devices AMP02 or Texas Instrument INA116) accommodated common-mode signals between the recording electrodes and measurement ground produced by the applied electric field.
Stimulation electrodes and electronics
A large-scale electric field was applied by driving current between two electrodes in electrical contact with the tissue. A rod-shaped depth electrode (Ag-AgCl, 0.25-mm diameter) was inserted along the central axis of the left hippocampus to a depth of ∼3 mm and referenced to a circular plate electrode (2-mm diameter Ag-AgCl) placed in the aCSF layer near the left hippocampus within the cortical window. The electric field from such an axially placed cylindrical electrode is approximately radial, falls off inversely proportional to the distance from the long axis, and modulates large regions of CA3, CA2, and CA1 pyramidal neurons. An analytic approximation of the field, based on a uniform tissue conductivity of 125 cm (45) , is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The stimulation current was created by a voltage-tocurrent amplifier with transformer-coupled isolation of Electric field geometry and amplitude for depth electrode placed axially within hippocampus. For fixed stimulation electrodes, the geometry of the electric field is constant, whereas the amplitude of the field will be linearly proportional to the current applied between stimulation electrodes. Top: Illustration of geometry of field within perpendicular midplane of electrode from analytic calculation. The field is radial, and parallel to the long dendrite-soma axis of the pyramidal neurons in large regions of both CA3 and CA1. Bottom: Proportionality constant between field and applied current, based on depth electrodes used (0.25 mm diameter, 5 mm long) and uniform tissue conductivity of 125 cm (45) . Along the perpendicular midplane, the field should fall off proportional to
(solution for a finite length line source), where r is the radius and l is the length of the electrode.
both input and power (with an Analog Devices AD210). This allows the stimulation electrode potentials to float with respect to the measurement "ground." Control signals were produced with a waveform generator (Hewlett Packard 33120A). The stimulation electronics are shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
Experimental protocol
Overview
A 0.25-mm (o.d.) cannula for the injection of kainic acid (KA; OPIKA-1 Kainic Acid, Ocean Produce International) was inserted stereotactically into the right hippocampal CA1 (5.6 mm posterior to bregma, 4.5 mm lateral, and 3.0 mm deep to the cortical surface) through the dural window and intact cortex. A microperfusion pump was used to introduce 0.55 µl of 200 ng/µl KA into the hippocampus, repeated if needed at 20-min intervals (one to six applications) until epileptiform activity was observed. In one experiment, placing the KA-loaded cannula into the CA1 was sufficient to provoke epileptiform activity, and no bolus injections were administered. After the experiments, animals were euthanized with an overdose of anesthesia (0.4-0.6 ml KX).
Electric field stimulation
Electric field stimulation was applied with either sinusoidal or multiphase square-waves (phasic) with varying amplitudes and periods. The phasic waveform was constructed with consecutive plateaus of amplitude [0, 1, 0, -1], each of equal duration (see Fig. 3 ) and connected smoothly to minimize frequency components >25 times the waveform frequency. Afterward, other continuous waveforms, notably long DC pulses, also were applied for exploratory purposes.
Analysis
Averages values are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
Peristimulus RMS
Recordings (baseline and during stimulation) were digitally bandpass filtered with a second-order Chebyshev filter (high-pass, 10-20 Hz; low-pass, 2 kHz) to remove residual stimulus artifact. We quantified the degree of modulation with the root mean squared (RMS) power in the pass band from the field-potential recordings. The average RMS is calculated in half overlapping 200-ms windows.
RMS per phase
For the phasic stimuli, the RMS activity, σ , was calculated for each phase of the stimulus for measurements in both the stimulated and the KA hippocampus (electrodes R1 and R3, respectively). Further to quantify the modulation of activity by the electric field as the ongoing activity changes, the normalized RMS deviation = (σ −σ z )/σ z , was calculated, where σ is the RMS activity averaged over either the positive or the negative phase of the stimulus, andσ z is the RMS activity averaged over the previous and subsequent zero-amplitude phases of the stimulus.
Seizure-onset times
Seizure-onset times were defined when σ for all stimulation phases on the KA side (electrode R3) exceeded threshold for 2 s. The threshold was chosen at a convenient value that eliminated false positives. We found that it was possible to define a preseizure onset time when σ exceeded the same threshold for just one phase of the phasic waveform over at least two waveform periods.
Histology
After euthanization, the brain was removed intact and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and then sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to establish electrode placement and examine the tissue histologically. Basic histologic analysis was performed to determine the stimulation-electrode trajectory and screen for evidence of acute damage to the tissue. In each of the histologic slices, the position of the electrode track was identified by local tissue disruption. This position was then sketched along with gross anatomic structure and major cell body layers and mapped onto reference images derived from the Paxinos and Watson rat brain atlas (46) . Reconstructed electrode positions in intermediate reference images were then plotted by linear interpolation.
RESULTS
Interictal modulation
Electrical field modulation of ongoing hippocampal activity from the stimulated hippocampus is shown in Fig. 3 , with examples of the different stimuli and typical responses for each of the six experiments. Baseline traces represent activity in each experiment either immediately before or after electrical field application. Stimuli characteristics and recording electrode identification for this figure are summarized in Table 1 .
Peristimulus RMS activity for each period of sinusoidal or phasic stimulus in the traces is shown in the power analysis. Vertical axes at the right are RMS power in dB referenced to the average RMS power calculated in 200-ms windows from 10 s of baseline data recorded near in time to each stimulation protocol. The standard deviation (STD) of the average baseline RMS STD baseline power is marked with a left-heading hash mark (-) on the power axes, and can be used as guide to estimate significance of the variations observed during stimulation. In each case, the maximum per period variation observed during stimulation is many times the baseline STD. This normalized deviation (RMS max − RMS baseline )/STD baseline , averaged over experiments, is 60 ± 14 for sinusoidal and 136 ± 55 for phasic stimuli.
In five of six experiments, RMS analysis revealed significant increase of activity at the positive and/or negative phase of the sinusoidal field. The neural response to particular phases of stimulation varied between experiments. In experiment 1 (row 1, Fig. 3 ), we observed an increase in activity and RMS at both the positive and negative phases of the sinusoid. Stimulus artifact from experiment 2 could not be successfully removed from the recordings, so results were indeterminate. In experiments 3 through 6, excitation of the ongoing neural activity occurred at a single phase of the stimulation.
Similar results are seen for the phasic stimulation. Excitation occurs at both the positive and negative phases of stimulation in experiments 1, 2, and 4. Experiment 3 demonstrated excitation almost exclusively on the nega- Traces presented were measured by using electrodes R1 or R2, as shown in Fig. 1 . Amplitudes are peak-zero.
tive phase of stimulation. The last two experiments, 5 and 6, demonstrated both excitation on the positive phase of stimulation and suppression of activity on the negative phase of the stimulation. This is quantified for a longer period from experiment 5 (Fig. 4) .
Modulation before seizure onset
In two experiments (1 and 5), we observed characteristic changes in the neuronal response to stimulation in advance of the electrographic seizures.
An example from experiment 5 of bilateral activity modulation is shown in Fig. 4 for 25 min of phasic electric field stimulation (period, 2 s; amplitudes, 0.29, 0.33 and 0.50 mA). We calculated the RMS activity per phase, σ , for each 0.5-s phase of the stimulus for measurements in both the stimulated and the KA hippocampus (electrodes R1 and R3, respectively). Plotted in Fig. 4A is σ for recordings in each hippocampus, with stimulus phase color encoded (color code illustrated in boxed inset). Ipsilateral to the stimulation (Stim, lower graph), the positive phase (red) yielded higher σ than either zero phase (black and green), each of which was higher than the negative phase (blue).
This pattern is intermittently interrupted by periods with increased RMS that correspond to seizures. Electrographic seizure-onset times, defined when σ exceeded a threshold (gray line) for 2 s (four consecutive phases), are indicated with red arrows.
A bilateral recording of a single seizure is shown in Fig. 4B . Many seconds in advance of seizure-onset time, bursts of activity are observed contralateral to the stimulus starting at ∼350 s (upper trace). These bursts occur only on the negative phase of the stimulus, when the stimulated hippocampus was suppressed. Preseizure times defined when the activity on the KA side exceeded the same threshold as before (gray line) for two consecutive stimulus periods but only during the negative phase of the stimulus are shown with blue arrows. This preseizure-onset time preceded the full onset time (red arrows) by 17 s in this example.
Further to quantify the modulation of activity by the electric field as the ongoing activity changes, we introduce the normalized RMS deviation = (σ −σ z )/σ z , where σ is the RMS activity averaged over either the positive or negative phase of the stimulus, andσ z is the RMS activity averaged over the previous and subsequent zero-amplitude phases of the stimulus. Excitatory modulation appears as a positive and suppressive modulation as negative . The normalized RMS deviation is shown in Fig. 4C for the same data as in Fig. 4B . On the KA side, the negative phases, shown in blue, yield a positive just before the seizure onsets. This increase in activity on the KA side was repeated before each of the seven seizures observed in the 25 min of recording, shown in Fig. 4D . Preseizureonset times as defined earlier (blue arrows) precede full
FIG. 4.
Bilateral modulation between and during seizures. (Experiment 5: phasic stimulus, 2-Hz period; amplitudes, 0.29 mA 0 < t < 225 s, 0.33 mA 225 < t<685 s, 0.50 mA 685 < t < 1,500 s). In each panel, the lower graphs correspond to measurements or analysis from the stimulated left hippocampus (Stim), and the upper graphs correspond to the right hippocampus that received the kainic acid injection (KA). A: Root mean square (RMS) activity per phase, σ , during a 25-min recording. Phase is color coded [(1, 0, −1,0): (red, green, blue, black)] as illustrated in inset above C. Interictally, σ for the stimulated hippocampus (lower graph) is typically higher during the positive phase of the stimulus (red) and lowest during the negative phase (blue). This pattern is violated during seizures. B: Field potential traces and σ through the seizure at t = 375 s. Vertical tick marks on traces correspond to 2-mV field-potential deflections. Significant excitatory responses on the KA side (upper graphs) are observed during the negative phase (blue) of the stimulus before the beginning of the seizure. C: Normalized RMS deviation = (σ −σ z )/σ z during the positive (red) and negative (blue) phases of the stimulus for the same period as in B. Contralateral to the stimulus (KA side), this measure increased dramatically before the seizure. D: for the same period as in A. Contralateral to the stimulus (KA side), increased for the negative phase at the beginning of each seizure. Seizure-onset times (red arrows) defined when σ exceeded the threshold (gray line) for all stimulus phases on the KA side for ≥2 s. Preseizure onset times (blue arrows) defined when σ exceeded the threshold (gray line) for two consecutive stimuli periods only during the negative-stimulus phase. Preseizure-onset times precede seizure-onset times by 14 ± 2 s for the seven seizures observed.
seizure-onset times (red arrows) by 14 ± 2 s averaged over the seven seizures observed in the 25 min of this recording.
Histology
Basic histologic analysis was performed to determine the stimulation electrode trajectory and screen for evidence of acute damage to the tissue. Images of histologic sections chosen from the anterior and posterior ends of the electrode track are shown for each experiment in Fig. 5A .
Reconstruction of the electrode track was possible for five of six experiments. In experiment 2, the electrode track could not be determined from the histologic sections, preventing trajectory reconstruction. For experiments 1, 3, and 4, the electrode trajectory was steep and passed through the lower portion of the hippocampus. In experiments 3 and 4, it exited the ventral surface of the hippocampus.
The reconstructed electrode trajectories for experiments 5 and 6 are shown in Fig. 5B . The tracks remain within the center of the hippocampus. The insertion path at the dorsal surface of the hippocampus in the CA1 region was observed in slices just anterior to the portion illustrated; trajectory positions measured in more posterior slices remained at the upper surface of the dentate gyrus. Because of the central placement of the stimulation electrode in these experiments, the electric field produced was aligned as shown in Fig. 2 for a significant length of the hippocampus. These two experiments demonstrated modulation of neuronal activity proportional to the amplitude of the applied field, with positive applied field yielding excitation and negative applied field yielding suppression (Fig. 3) .
In five of six experiments, no evidence of lesioning beyond insertion damage was identified. However, in experiment 3, significant lesioning and Ag-AgCl deposition were observed along the electrode track. Tissue damage from electrodes and electrical stimulation can result from a number of mechanisms, the most common of which depends on polarization of the electrode/fluid interface, which is a function of the unbalanced charge passed (see Table 2 for details). When the potential across this interface exceeds the oxidation/reduction (redox) thresholds for various electrolytic reactions, reaction products are created that cause lesioning (see, for example, 47). Table 2 lists the statistics of charge passage for the different experiments. The maximum unbalanced charge in experiment 3 was 6 times the maximum charge passed in any other experiment. The large excursions in charge passage correspond to exploratory waveforms applied after those shown in Fig. 3 . We note that the total charge passed, computed from the integral of the absolute value of the current, in experiments 4 and 5, in which no significant lesioning was observed, was comparable to that of experiment 3 (see Table 2 for details). The total charge passed did not appear to be the determining factor in lesioning. Unbalanced charge, Q unbal (T ) = T T 0 I (t) dt, computed by integrating the applied current. Maximum unbalanced charge computed as the largest absolute value Q unbal during one stimulus period or full experiment. Unbalanced charge at end of experiment is computed from beginning to end of experiment. For most experiments, the periodic waveforms applied relatively low maximal charge variations. The majority of unbalanced charge came from nonperiodic stimuli applied after the experiments reported here. Total charge passed was computed by integrated absolute value of current, Q pass (T ) = T T 0 |I (t)| dt. We attribute the severe lesioning observed in experiment 3 to the maximum unbalanced charge passed, and not the total charge passed.
DISCUSSION
These experiments demonstrate that the use of radial electrical fields appears to be a feasible strategy for the modulation of epileptiform activity in the hippocampus. In several examples (experiments 5 and 6), modulation of ongoing activity was proportional to both the sign and amplitude of the applied field, with excitatory response observed in response to positive field and suppressive response observed in response to negative field.
The variability of the specific effects of positive or negative fields appeared related to the electrode placement with respect to the layers and geometry within the hippocampus. The two experiments (5 and 6) that best demonstrated modulation proportional to the stimulation amplitude and sign were those in which each electrode trajectory was confined to the central regions of the hippocampus. In these cases, we expect the electric field produced to be aligned with cell body layers, as shown in Fig. 2 , over a significant length of hippocampus.
Such modulation with a radial field of alternating polarity is consistent with the classic work of Purpura and Malliani (37) , in which surface polarization of the hippocampus increased and decreased hippocampal activity with opposite polarities, as required to modulate cortex (36) . These results were consistent with the geometric inversion of the hippocampal pyramidal cells with respect to the ventricular surface compared with cortical pyramidal cells.
We observed bilateral modulation from unilateral stimulation (Fig. 4) . Such observations suggest the possibility of modulating language-dominant hippocampi from nondominant-side stimuli. A further speculation would be that bilateral temporal lobe seizures might be amenable to unilateral stimulation such as this.
Whether a preseizure state, defined by detectable dynamic changes from baseline before clear seizure onset, exists and what it may be is presently a topic of considerable interest for seizure prediction and control (48) (49) (50) . We observed that perturbations associated with periodic field stimulation can demonstrate distinctive modulation of activity before a seizure (Fig. 4) . That this modulation was observed far from the stimulus (contralateral) strongly suggests that the effect was not a measurement artifact from the stimulation. In addition, this modulation was not observed at any other time interictally except during the 14 ± 2 s before seizures. Such a perturbation response could be quite useful in control-device design to probe for detecting dynamical changes just before an impending seizure. In addition, the normalized RMS deviation, , could be used to detect such modulation at very low stimulation amplitudes. Nevertheless, it remains to be shown how our observations from an acute seizure model translate to chronic spontaneous seizures in animals or human epilepsy.
The material used for our electrodes, Ag-AgCl, is unsuitable for human or long-term animal use. Fortunately, a number of nontoxic nonpolarizing electrode materials and manufacturing options are now available (51) .
We observed acute lesioning in one experiment, which we attributed to extended application of DC (monopolar) current pulses that considerably polarized the stimulation electrode. Although the instantaneous current densities were low, the durations were large. We point this out specifically because lesion thresholds depend on both instantaneous current density and charge passage (see, for example, 52). Although there are considerable data on lesion thresholds for pulsatile stimulation (32, 53, 54) , to our knowledge, no data exist on lesion thresholds from generation of continuous electric field and related currents from electrically nonpolarizing electrodes. The chronic lesion threshold will certainly be at lower charge passages than used here and depend on electrode material. A systematic exploration of the chronic lesion threshold for lesions at electrode surfaces for continuous waveforms with zero average charge transfer will be required before any attempt at human trials with prolonged continuous stimulation.
Our demonstration of hippocampal activity modulation with radial electric fields suggests that seizure control may be feasible with such stimulation. The next step is to develop and experimentally test control algorithms for modulation and feedback control of spontaneous seizures. The advantages of continuous electric field interaction with the hippocampus include the possibility of minimally invasive surgical strategies using percutaneous depth electrode insertion, in addition to subthreshold stimulation energies. Theoretically, because recording and stimulation can be made simultaneously and because the stimulation is both modulatory and graded with respect to the stimulation amplitude, it should be possible to minimize cognitive side effects. Lastly, whether a perturbation approach can serve as a useful strategy for definition and detection of a preseizure state is an intriguing possibility for future work.
